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dominated by Poincare, redoubled their insistences, It seems
impossible to believe that a statesman with an almost galling
sense of reality like Poincare should have ever thought for a
moment that any capacity to pay or to fulfil should be found in
this Germany of confusion. It is impossible to resist the impression
that he had no such thought, but on the contrary, merely desired
to see that confusion was worse confounded; if France could not
get the Rhine, the next best thing seemed to be the perpetuation
of chaos to the cast of it. It was a risky policy,, but in the light
of what happened in 1919 and subsequently it promised results;
Germany got into such chaos that she was within an act of separat-
ing into her component parts. In enumerating the forces that
destroyed the Republic, the Poincare policy must not be over-
looked; it was in some ways a decisive force.
On the other hand, the Right opposition constantly took graver
shape. Out of the Freikorps grew subversive parties which com-
bined extreme reactionary views with extreme Bolshevik ones and
called themselves the prophets of the new Germany. They were
the nucleus of a much more formidable movement than the
official Right, but they had neither unity nor leaders and seemed
therefore fitting instruments for the dirtier work of politics who
could be disowned at will. Out of them in turn developed secret
societies of terrorists which succeeded in outdoing anything the
Communists had done or were to do. In Bavaria there was a
regular campaign of assassination against Socialist leaders and
honest officials, attacks on Allied representatives and any suspected
of honourable relations with them. The campaign spread north.
Erzberger was murdered in August 1921; Rathenau shot dead ten
months later; there was an attempt on Scheidemann; Ebert's life
was threatened and, most curious symptom of all, the vendetta
was declared against Seeckt because forsooth that "treacherous
mercenary" had not at the behest of the Freikorps marched the
whole Reichswehr into Silesia and, on his own responsibility,
declared war again on twenty nations. It is almost incredible that
the Right should have been either so stupid or so conscienceless
as to shake hands cheerfully with murder, but it did; it was fortu-
nate for Germany that Seeckt, a soldier and not a politician, was

